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Miklos Kontra and Gregory L. Nehler
Hungarians may have contributed considerably both to the
population and the building of North America, but the study
of Magyars in the New World with reference to linguistics has
been inexplicably neglected until presently. 1 The Project on
Hungarian-American
Bilingualism in South Bend,
Indiana*
aims to fill, at least partly, this gap in American and Hungarian
linguistic research by attempting to describe both the Hungarian
and the English speech of individuals residing in one of America's
oldest Hungarian communities. 2
The first Hungarian immigrants arrived in South Bend in
1882. According to the Census of 1970, the South Bend Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area contained 5,348 people whose
mother tongue was H u n g a r i a n . 3 It may be assumed that this
figure is basically the same as that calculated for the City of South
Bend, if such a figure were available.
Field work for the project began in 1980 and continued
through July, 1981. While most of our interviewees were from
South Bend, an attempt was made to give the study a regionally
broader scope through field trips to the Hungarian communities
in East Chicago, Indiana and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
At the time this report was written, over sixty hours of taped
interviews had been conducted; an additional sixty interviews
were planned by the time of the project's completion in 1981.
We have conducted three-part interviews with our informants: the first is an English questionnaire, the second a
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Hungarian questionnaire which is basically a replica of the
English one, and the third is a language usage interview. 4 In
the language usage interviews we sought to answer such questions
as: with whom, when and why does a Hungarian in South Bend
use English a n d / o r Hungarian in 1980?
Sociolinguistically, one of the most intriguing aspects of the
Hungarians living in South Bend is their great diversity. There
are three generations of immigrants, namely: the old-timers, who
came prior to or shortly after World W a r I, the displaced
persons, who arrived following World War II, and the refugees of
1956. In addition, there are second and third generation
Hungarian Americans in the community.
This interview is published to supplement a Hungarian
interview conducted by Nehler forthcoming in IJj Latohatar. 5
While Nehler's interview provides the reader with detailed
information gained from a prominent second-generation member of the community (attorney Peter F. Nemeth, also mentioned
in this transcript), the one published below portrays a different
picture, namely the experiences of a Post-1956 Hungarian
refugee. This verbatim transcript provides two kinds of data:
first, sociolinguistic information concerning the use of English
and Hungarian in present-day South Bend, and second, a
linguistic corpus, i.e. a dialogue between a native speaker of
American English (the Researcher) and a Hungarian American
(designated Informant). By publishing this interview, we hope
not only to provide sociolinguistic information and a corpus
worth analyzing linguistically, but also to serve the general
readership interested in the recent past and present of the
Hungarian diaspora.
Standard English orthography will be used in this transcript
with the following exceptions (meant to retain some phonetic
characteristics of the informant's speech):
Standard English
Dialect Grapheme
Realization
Phoneme
/ 0 / through,
(t)
Thirteenth,
everything
/ 0 / birthday
(s)
/ £ / the, that,
(d)
brother, with

Examples in Dialect
Spelling Used Here* *
trough
tirteent
everyting
birsday
de, dat,
broder, wid

/£/
/£/
/s/
/ fr/

with
lathe
straight
downstairs

(z)
(t)
(O
(e)

z
t
sh
ay

W1Z

late
shtraight
downshtays

No attempt is made to transcribe the informant's pronunciation
of w's, r's, vowels, the word-final devoicing and other
idiosyncrasies of his English speech.
Three dots (...) are used to indicate pauses, and a dash (--)
replaces the informant's family name. Italicized are Hungarian
words and phares, and Hungarian names, known or unknown in
English, if pronounced by the informant according to Hungarian
rules. Thus every italicized word or phrase constitutes a codeswitched (Hungarian) element in this sample of his English.
Greg Nehler conducted the interview. The informant
believed him to know no Hungarian. Miklos Kontra was listening
to the two talking; the informant sometimes looked at him,
especially when code-switching.
R(esearcher): When were you born?
I(nformant): Born in nineteen tirty-eight, September tirteent.
R: Where were you born?
I: Budapest, Hungary.
R: Where was your father born?
I: Also Budapest, Hungary.
R: Where was your mother born?
I: Also ... no ... my moder was born at ...
Kantorjanosi,
Szatmar megye.
R: Where were you brought up?
I: Budapest.
R: What is your spouse's place of origin?
I: What d'you mean?
R: Your wife's. What is your wife's place of origin?
I: What is de ... word means?
R: Origin? Where's she from?
I: Oh, she's from Arkansas.
R: OK. You were previously married?

* * We are indebted to Michael D. Linn (University of
Minnesota at Duluth) for advice concerning the
"transcription
for the layman" utilized here.
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R:
I:
R:
I:

R:
I:
R:
I:

R:
I:

R:
I:

R:
I:
R:

Yes.
And where was she from?
She was also from Arkansas.
How many years of formal education have you completed?
Well I went through grade ... elementary, went through
grade school, and I had two years of college, textile laboratories, den I realized dat I ... I didn't q^re for ... de trade,
so dat's when I went to ... two more years of diesel mechanic
school.
And this was all in Hungary?
All in Hungary.
And were you still at school right at the time you left
Hungary?
I already ... I was on a job training. I was on a job training
as a ... as a ... I was sort of like a farmer. I had to know how
to plow, plant, cultivate, use de disk harrow ... Dey wanted
me to get all of de knowledge on de field, so if I ... if I
experience any breakdowns, den I know how to cope with it.
What is your occupation at present?
You can say I am a machinist. I say machinist because I'm ...
I'm a late operator, drill press operator, and I also have a
trade on de side as a mechanic. Automobile mechanic or ...
any two-cycle or four-cycle engine mechanic. Anyting dat is
... involved motors ... I'm mechanically inclined.
Did you have to learn a lot of your job here in the States?
Yes I learned to be a late m a n in here. I learned to ... how to
operate de gang drills, single spindle drills ... I also learned
to be an automobile mechanic in here. By start taking tings
apart myself and find out what makes it work and ... how
to repair it when de time comes. And I worked in service
stations, which got me some experience, den I got into a
Ford garage as a mechanic, I was de used-car mechanic,
when I had to fix all sorts ... all different makes ... of cars ...
I work on all different make ... makes you know. Putting on
exhaust system or work on an engine, or tune-up or brakes,
transmission ... not automatic transmission ... shtraight
stick transmission. Differential, front wheel bearings and
all a lot in general, mechanical work.
Do you have any monolingual friends who speak only English?
Almost all my friends are ... only speak English.
Do you have any friends who only speak Hungarian?

I:

R:

I:

R:
I:

R:
I:
R:
I:

R:

No, not really, because de ones I know, dey been here almost
as long as I have, and dey learned enough dat most of de
time we use de English language, no ... not dat often ...
De only time I can honestly say I use de Hungarian language
when I'm over here in my mom's house ... and talking to my
mom. Now wid my broder, he speaks Hungarian but I ... I
speak English wid him.
Do you have friends here in South Bend who came here about
the same time you did and who've learned English about
as well as you, and with whom you speak English? T h a t is,
with your friends who have been here for about as long a
period as you have, do you generally speak Hungarian or
English?
Well I would say ... I would say English. We use de English
language more. I guess because we wanna practise as much
as we can and ... we speak de Hungarian language when it's
necessary ... but I feel ... dat anybody come over here de
same time I did ... I speak better dan some, and some speak
better dan I do but ... we had dis accent dat we can't get away
from so we ... we practice, I would say we use de English
language more dan de Hungarian.
In which language did you receive your religious education?
Hungarian. Now dat's been my ... I would say ... you can
say ... my downfall or how you're gonna say it. W h e n I go
to church, and dey use de English language ... on different
prayers ... I don't know. De only way I will know if I ... pick
up de Bible and would study 'em in English. But I ... I'm a
Roman Catolic and I knew my prayers in Hungarian. And
I really ... be honest wiz you, I really never took de time to
learn ... to learn it in English. I know a little bit in English
but not dat much dat I would just say my prayers widout interruption or anyting, you know.
If you had to describe how well you speak Hungarian, which
would you say of these choices? 6
How well I speak Hungarian? Oh, I would say very well but
not perfect.
OK.
What I mean about not perfect, I don't pronounce my words
at times de same way like my mom ... mom does ... but I
understand every word in Hungarian. I would say (b).
Do you have any opportunity to speak Hungarian?

I:

R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
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I:

Yes, wid my m o m , mostly wid my mom, and sometime wiz
some older Hungarian ladies dat come visit my mom ... because my m o m is a seamstress and she does ... working on a
lot of ... she's sewing a lot of dresses for Hungarian woman,
you know which is older people, but dey ... dey still speak de
language very well, and ... like for instance Mary, Mary
downshtays, 7 I speak Hungarian wid her. And my mom,
sometime wid my broder but not dat much. Mostly my brother likes to speak English. But my broder understands Hungarian, but he, I dunno why, he don't wanna use it dat much.
He uses it wid my mom.
When he does use it, does he use it well?
No, he ... he ... mix dem up wid English and Hungarian bot.
How is his pronounciation?
Of de English or Hungarian?
Hungarian.
De ones dat he pronounce not bad. Not bad. Pretty good.
I understand him, my mom understand him very well.
If you were to visit some relatives in, say, Budapest or Kolozsvar, so you think people would recognize your speech as
markedly different from their Hungarian? If so, can you give
examples of the differences there might be?
Well ... OK, I brought up in Budapest and if I go down
to Kolozsvar, or even in a place where my mom was born
like to ... Szabolcs-Szatmar megye, dey use some, some slang
words or language dere which I haven't been using in Budapest. Like, for instance, OK, I can give you a word like pulya.
Pulya de ... de ... like "baby". A young little boy, you know,
dey pronounce pulya. Well I ain't used to using pulya, you
know, I ain't use dat language, or, or for instance, for
"bread", dey call 'em sometime like cipo. You know, cipo,
and words like dat, dey got some slang words, especially
down in Kolozsvar, and Szekes... Szabolcs-Szatmar
megye,
dey got, now like ... I can't tink of any ... but if I were hear it
I could tell right away. But dat's one of de two dat really ...
Oh, like for instance, OK, "potato", dey call it kolomper.
You know, I don't use dat word, in Hungarian I call ... in Budapest I call it krumpli. You know, dey call it kolomper,
down dere, my grandfader call it kolomper. You know, dere's
one of dose slang words d a t . . . but I know some ... dere's a lot
of ... dat I don'r understand unless dey tell me what it means.

R:
I:
R:
I:

R:
I:
R:
I:
R:
I:

'Cause dey use dese slang words, just like if I would travel ...
from here going to Sout, dey use a lot of words, down here
I probably don't understand. Because I haven't used dem up
in Sout Bend. Depends de ... part of de country you go to. I
know in Budapest dey dont't ... dey don't use any kolomper,
you know, dey call it krumpli. Dere's many words like dat,
dat slang, dat I haven't used dat much ... not in Budapest.
Do you read Hungarian?
Yes.
W h a t do you read?
O h ... we usually, my mom usually gets a Hungarian newspaper. Or sometime dey ... like when she went home de last
time she brought a Ludas Matyi back wid her. Dat's comic,
funny paper. And I read dose, or like, for instance, when I
went ... in '74 when I went back to Budapest, dey give you
some information paper, which is in English and Hungarian
bot. But I don't read any Hungarian books, no. Except, de
last Hungarian book I really had was a Hungarian cookbook,
szakacskonyv, you know dat's the last one I read. But I know
how to read'em, you know.
Do you write Hungarian? Letters, anything else?
Yes, I write letters, mostly to ... my mom's broder which is
my uncle.
In Hungary?
T o Hungary.
How often, a year?
'Bout once a year. I'm not ... a letter-writer, you know. I
should be better at it, but I'm not ... I should send dem more
often letter on ... like on Christmas, or, I don't even know
when is my uncle's birsday. See, my mom's been taking care
of everyting. My mom has been writing de letters in behalf
of my name, and I'm really not in dat much of a contact
wid my uncle or his sons. Mostly trough my mom, my mom
say well, Zoli send you his love or, you know. But I ... dat
received a letter from my uncle dat come right to my address,
to my house, and den I answer him, mostly about, 'specially
now about dat baby, you know ... I have an eleven-mont-old
daughter, and dat's a ... dat's de first girl in sixty years in
our family. Because my mom has two sons, me and Joe, her
broders, bot of de broders had two sons each. And den ...
when my mom's moder died, my grandfader remarried, and

R:
I:
R:
I:

R:
I:

R:
I:

R:
R:

dey got boys, so I would say dis is de first girl in sixty years
in de Szucs family. Dat's why my mom is ... tink it's great,
you know.
Do you listen to Hungarian-language radio programs?
Yes, Mr. Wukoirics, I listen to him and ... every once a while,
you know, on some days we turn on de radio.
That's the five o'clock program?
De afternoon program, I listen to him a lot over here, because
when I come over here visit my mom, she's ... she have de
program on every Sunday, she's got dem on. But I don't
turn dem on dat much at home. I mostly listen to it when
I'm here.
So you would never tune in?
Not at home, no. No, because I always felt dat I can improve
on de language, on de English language, I can improve ... lot
more ... I won't, I don't tink I'm gonna forget de Hungarian
language completely, so I will, dunno, you know, everyting
about it ... my main concern is right now de English, dat's ...
de first ting my uncle taught me when I come here ... "Learn
de language, because widout it, you lost in dis country." He
told me right out. He says "you cannot get a job, unless you
fortunate and you have maybe a Hungarian-speaking
foreman, but even den it can't last for ever, you can't boder
him all de time in Hungarian eider," so he told me "my main
advice to you is to learn de language." I still have a lot to
learn but ...I speak enoguh to know how to express myself,
you know.
Have you ever watched Hungarian-language T V programs?
Yes I did. Part of it was when Bela Lugosi was ... watched
some of his vampire movies of Bela Lugosi ... and de first ting
dat got me ... like ... I see de n a m e of de place like Kapuvar,
de place dat de show, or de film, took place, supposedly
took place in Hungary in dat town, and dey speak ... I can
hear dem talking in Hungarian, from TV, you know, some
of his movies. And den anoder one is Eva Gabor, dere's
anoder one. Green Acres. She uses some Hungarian language
in dat, and I understand right away. Den ... well, dat's
about it, dat's about it.
Do you have Hungarian records?
Yes, I have, many of dem.
What kind of records do you have?

I:

R:
I:

R:
I:

I don't have many ciganyzene, any of de ... dey call it I dunno
"Gypsy", ciganyzene, Gypsy music. I don't have many of dose,
I have a lot of ... like Szecsi Pal, Kovacs Kati,
Lokomotiv
G. T., you can say a lot of pop records, right? I would say
pop. But I ... I remember when my uncle was getting married
and I was still home ... we have a wedding dat lasted for
tree days, and de ciganyzene was going on for tree days ...
and I was dere at de wedding ... and I got to like a ... a good
Gypsy music, you know ...Dat's mostly ... people like to listen
to it when dey drinking. Dat's de only time ... 'Cause when
I went home visiting, we went to ... a reshtaurant dat is right
on de edge of a ... little pond, I would say pond, to, like on
a little pond. De reshtaurant is right on de pond ... and my
uncle and his sons ... tree of us we used to go over dere and
have a good ... Hungarian dinner, I mean a real good Hungarian dinner and on top of it wid a real good burgundy Egri
Bikaver wine, and den, in de evening, de Gypsy band, you
know, come out and dey just ... play all your favorite song
and everyting, over de drink ... In dat case I like de music,
when I'm in dat atmosphere, but just ... home, when I listen
to it, I like ... some of dose pop music dat dey put out. I like
rock 'n' roll, I always do, I always did, and, but it depends
what ... surrounding are, you know. You gotta be in de mood
for Gypsy music and you gotta be in de mood for any oder
music.
Do you attend any Hungarian festivities, meetings, parties?
I used to. I used to be belong to de Hungarian Freedom
Fighters' Federation, when Mr. Szalay was de president. Den
some reason or anoder, I drifted away, and I ... lost my
membership. Cost like ... so m u c h money for a ... a mont
for membership, I tink it was only one or two dollar a mont,
and you gotta a book and dey p u t a stamp in it ... for you
when you pay your dues. And we used to get togeder...
When was that?
I would say dat was in de sixties, fifty-nine, from fifty-nine on
till middle of sixties. And de oder activities dat I always like
to go is ... every once a while ... William Penn, dey had some
special movies of Latabar, one of de ... good actor, funny
guy, his name was Latabar Kalman. And dey used to have
some special shows, or a Hungarian dance show ... I like to
go to William Penn to some New Year's Eve parties ... which

... most of de people are Hungarian dere. But everybody
speak English, almost everybody speak English.
R: Why is that?
I: Well, I guess ... in my tinking is ... dey wanna show ... dat
yes dey are speak English, dey want you to know ... dey want
you to know dat dey can speak de language. And dey ... dey
wanna exercise it, practise it. Dis is de only reason I can see ...
I can't see dat ... anybody not using de Hungarian language
because dey tink ... dey ashamed of it, I don't tink so. I'm
not ashamed to ... use de language anywhere in downtown ...
I had time when I was on a bus when I had my car broke
down, and I had to take de bus to work, dat I heard some
Hungarian ladies talking on de bus, I just turned around
and got into a conversation, you know, I told dem I was
Hungarian too. You know, I was never ashamed to use my
language because I'm ... I call myself a true Hungarian but
still I have to realize dat dis is de country I'm living in ... I
had to ... learn more and more about de system in here ... I
had to go home as visiting ... b u t I lived most of my life in
dis country. 'Cause I'm forty-two, I come over here when I
was eighteen, I lived in Hungary eighteen years, so you
figure it out, I lived twenty-four years in here, so I lived
most of my life in dis country. A n d since I got my citizenship, I took an oat ... dat ... I will obey de laws of dis country
and so on and so on. But I'm not ashamed to use de language,
you know. Every once a while ... I got my wife interested
in de language. She ... I use a lot of words, well, some words,
we use wid her at home. Every once a while she tell me,
well, jo, or nem jo, you know, simple words, "yes" or "no",
or siess! or "hurry up!", we use dese words, my wife and I,
but mainly because my mom started it, de whole ting. And
I don't want it to die, I mean she can better off, learn more
from me, I welcome, you know, I'm for it.
R: In what language do you pray?
I: Well, when I get de book, de schedule book, when I going
to church, I read'em out of a ... church book. But I had
times when I prayed at home at night dat I pray in
Hungarian.
R: Do you go to the English-language mass or the Hungarian
mass?
I: Bot. I don't pick'em. I go to bot.

R: How often? Is there a preference ...? Would you say you go
to the English mass more than the Hungarian, or more to
the Hungarian than the English?
I: I'd say about fifty-fifty. I don't particularly pick it. I went
to Hungarian mass wid my m o m already, but in de meantime I went to an English mass already when she didn't
understand a word dey were saying. Or, she maybe was, but
not dat much.
R: In what language do you count?
I: English.
R: In what language do you swear, if you ever do?
I: English.
R: Only?
I: English. I dunno why, I never got de habit like some guys ...
one of de Hungarian guy dat come over here de same time,
boy, he can swear in Hungarian, and he knows some words
dat I never even heard of. But I swear only in English. I don't
use Hungarian swear. I don't swear dat much. It's not a
habit.
R: Now I'll ask you some questions about your use of English.
If you were to describe how well you speak English, which
would you say?8
I: I'd say moderately well, (c).
R: Why did you pick that?
I: Well, because I still have problem at times ... at times ...
express myself de way I like to, but de way ... I should put
my words togeder. And ... I don't tink about it in Hungarian,
everyting is automatic in my mind, but I know I have dat
accent ... which I never gonna get away from. And still,
dere's many words, like doctors and lawyers, you know,
use in de dictionary dat I never even heard of and I don't
even know what dey mean. So I can't ... I can't say dat I'm
good. You know, dat's de reason I picked it. Dere's a lot of
words dat even today ... I run into every once a while ... dat
my wife ... mention a certain word and I said "Well, honey,
what does it mean. " You know, because I didn't know ... I
never use de word. Like ... like, OK, to give you an example,
I watched Romeo and Juliet last night, dat movie. And half
of de movie I didn't understand because of de language
dey're using. You know, Sekszpfr type of language, I'm not
a Sekszpir-fan ...

R: Can you read English?
I: I can ... I tink I can read a newspaper pretty decent, you
know, I mean I read a newspaper well enough dat I understand what's happening. Unless ... now I'm going right
back to it again, dey use words like dis ... out of a dictionary
somewhere dat I haven't used. But even den, by reading
de rest of de stuff I can put two a n d two togeder and pretty
well understand what I'm reading. Yes, I can read English
pretty dec... I tink fair, you know, fair.
R: Have you ever tried to read a novel or anything like that?
I: Yes, I used to read a lot of ... detective stories, yeah, I read
some books.
R: Did you find those generally easier than newspapers?
I: No, I would say newspapers about de easiest ... for me. For
some books, like I say, depends de ... on de autor ... what
kind of a language he or her, you know, uses in dere.
R: Do you understand English spoken by Americans? That is,
do you understand everything they say to you? All the time?
I: I would say most of de time I understand everyting, yes.
Sometime I might ask to rephrase de question or ... someting like dat ... because maybe I really don't understand
in my mind what dey mean. A n d sometime you can take
it to anoder way and ... just to clarify it in my mind ... somtime I ask him to repeat de question but oderwise ... I would
say most of de time I ... very seldom dat I don't.
R: Has there ever been any big misunderstanding resulting
from not understanding what another told you?
I: Dat happened, yes, dat happened to me. 'Cause my wife
every once a while teasing me, a n d tell me "Yeah, you told
me now you misunderstood again."
R: Can you think of an example?
I: Well, OK, sometime I'm maybe trying to tell a story, and
at de end it don't come out like I ... like I wanted it, and
people can take me de wrong way sometime.
R: Right, but have there ever been any misunderstanding that
resulted from you not understanding what another said?
I: Yes, it happened to me in de shop. Some union matter came
up one day, and de guys was explaining ... telling me aboaut
it ... and I really didn't ... misunderstand de whole ting,
and I took it just de opposite ... of de issue. So dat happened.
Not dat much, not dat much, but it did happen.

R:
I:
R:
I:

When was this particular case in the shop?
Bout a year ago.
Do Americans understand you?
I would say majority of de time yes. But still, some teasing
me dat half of de time dey don't know what I'm talking
about. I do ... I tell you de reason ... I have problems wid
my w's, and like ... like for instance, I can give you an
example like ... "Bahamas", de way I pronouncing
"Bahamas", or de way I pronouncing "Olympics", and ...
dis one guy was ... well, some of our friends ... dey know
what I mean but dey tease me about de way I'm pronouncing
it. And den dey say dat's not "Olympics", dat's "Olympics"
and dey try to correct me, you know. I do have trouble wid
like I say like words like w's, like "when", you know, w's, I
can't get my tongue you know de way to roll it ... some
certain way which is supposed to roll dat tongue, you know.
Certain words, I just have problems, but dat's gonna be
stuck wid me, I guess for ever unless I ... would enrule ...
enroll, enroll to a ... English class, and ... but dat would take
a lot of practice and, in my age now, I don't know if I'd
do it because I ... I speak de language good enough ... dat
when my mom had a legal matter ... to take care of it wid
de attorney ... dat I ran in downtown, got de attorney and
took care of de legal matter, and speak ... translate to ...
speak in behalf of my mom, and put it from Hungarian
down to English, and my attorney understand me very well.
So ... let us say it's it all depends ... what words are involved
in it ... 'cause de way I like to ... I just explain it de simple
way ... I don't try to be ... speak like a doctor or a lawyer ...
I just don't ... I just tell'em as it is, de simple way. Instead
of ... try to be too technical about certain words, no I ...
I just tell'em like I told my attorney, "Dis is de problem,
dat's what we want," and I told'im my broder was in a ...
accident wid his bicycle, and he got hurt, he lost ... twotree monts he was laid in bed, his bicycle was totalled, de
accident wasn't my broder's fault, and, you know, I just come
right to de point and ... we wanted dat insurance company
to make good of de bicycle and ... at least pay someting
for my broder for de couple of monts dat he lay in bed wid
his bad knee, you know. So we come to a settlement, a few
hundred dollars' settlement because I ... my m o m and I
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don't try to get rich on ... somebody else's accident problems,
but we just felt dat my broder should not be out of a bicycly
because de accident wasn't his fault. And we just went to attorney, and after about ... over a year we finally come to
a settlement, and like I say, I h a d to go and talk to him and
... talk to him on de phone and ... I pretty well get de point
across. So, I would say averagewise I have no real problem.
Do you write English?
A little bit.
Letters mostly?
Mostly letters but my wife helps me a lot ... 'cause I had
to send typed-up letters out ... to ... de bowling associations, 9 and ... what I do if I r u n n i n g into a certain ... words
dat I dunno how to pronounce right, I just get a ... like our
yearbook and I find de words in it and I copy'em all. I'm
not too good of a speller. I don't spell too good. Maybe like
a simple words, four-five-letter words maybe I can, but
when you running into long words to spell'em, I'm not dat
good to spelling'em at all.
Is that equally true in Hungarian?
In Hungarian I can pretty well spell. And know de difference
when to use you ... you o's wid de two point on top of it, when
you use dat, when you use double 1, or when you use like you
double g wid a y, when you use dat, in Hungarian I really
don't have dat m u c h problem.
Do you watch TV?
A lot, a whole lot.
Can you name favorite programs?
One of my favorite programs is ... Buck Roger's Twentieth
Century ...
What's that about?
Dat's about space age. All about de space age, dat a man ...
he was supposedly dead for 500 years and den come alive
500 years later ... and he find himself in completely different surroundings ... and everyting is a push-button space
age type of ting a n d ... adventures I like, I like adventure
movies. I like to watch Charlie's Angels, detective movies,
police stories, I like dat. Now, m y favorites are army movies.
I love dem watch dem, World W a r I, when German, American, Russian against Germany ... I like to watch dose army
movies. Green Beret movies, like John Wayne h a d dat movie
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in ... about Vietnam, the Green Beret stories, I like dose.
I like a lot of shport ... automobile racing, motorcycle
racing, bowling, I hardly ever miss bowling on TV when
dey have dese Saturday afternoon programs, tree o'clock ...
I hardly ever miss bowling. I'm not dat crazy about baseball ... I don't care for hardly ... baseball I'm not dat crazy
about ... golf I'm not dat crazy about ... horse-racing I don't
care for ... football I like, I like football ...
How about soccer?
I like soccer. I watched T a m p a Bay Buccaneers playing
against a New York team last time on TV, I like to watch
soccer, I like soccer. Probably because de reason because
I used to play soccer when I was younger.
Can you name any favorite programs of the past, ones no
longer on TV?
Ones are no longer is uh ... well, I used to like Hogan's
Heroes, I don't know if dey're still on, Hogan's Heroes...
Now I'll ask you a few questions about names around here.
Do you know of any cases of changing family names from
Hungarian into English?
Yeah, I read quite a few Hungarian names dat dey were
spelled different.
Can you give examples?
Like "Kosis".
"Kosis", what's that?
Uh ... wait a minute. I try to tink of it, one particular name
dat brought to my attention, 'cause I noticed, de way dey
got dem in de phone book, sometime you can see dem in
de phone book ... you know dat's Hungarian, but dey ...
dey don't spell ... spell it de way exactly ... de last two
letters sometime are different. Like instead of use a c and
an h dey use a c only, or use de k instead of a c, and dey
de h instead of a k, so ... no like, for instance, I wanted to
change ... no like, OK, like in my case, dey called me Tom.
I got dat name ... I'm really not sure if Zoltdn is really related to T o m . But dey asked me "What is your name?;; I
told dem Zoltdn Laszlo--. Den he asked me "What is de
easiest name in English dat you tink u h . . . " Well, I guess
Tom. So dat's how I got de n a m e Tom. But I did tink about
change my name from -- to Rollins. I was tinking about it.
But den, when I cames (sic!) around to my citizenship and
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dey asked me if I wanna change my name I felt like ... by
golly, I born wid dat n a m e and dat was my dad's name and ...
I'm not gonna change my name. I change my mind. But
I was gonna going to Rollins but I ... 'cause
dey asked
me how to spell it all de time. So I felt if I was changing
my n a m e to Rollins, dat'd be easier ... But den I changed
my m i n d ... 'cause even my mom says "Dat's a good ting you
did", because ... d a t was my family name, dat was my
given n a m e and I don't wanna change it. You know...
So what's your name now on your driving license?
I's Zoltan --. Now my Tom, friends, and people in de bowling, dey call me T o m .
Then they don't even know your're Zoltan?
They know Zoltan, because a lot of time dey put Zoltan,
den dey put a little hash mark " T o m " --. Because dey even
asked m e down at Indianapolis, he says "How'd you wanna
be ... have your n a m e put in de yearbook? Is it T o m --, or
Zoltan --?"And I told dem Zoltan. But I said "Make a note
next to it dat it's T o m . So dey know who it is." But on my ...
payroll signature is Zoltan. Every once a while I have a
friend d a t write me a check ... or I gotta ... from state bowling I got a check under de name of T o m --.
Did you have any problems there?
No, because I just signed dem T o m -- at de bank, I sign
them de same way de check is written, because dis is de
way I have been brought up. Dat's de way I brought up,
they told me "You sign your n a m e de way it is written on
a check." ... But now like my friends like Bernie and Gary
and Dolores, some of our close friend dey just call me Tom.
But now like some of my American friends, I mean some of
my older friends when I start run around when I first come to
dis country dey called me Zoli ... Zoltan .,. Zoli. Some calls
me Zoli. Way back in 20 years ago dey called me Zoli.
Do you have any children?
One, eleven-mont-old girl.
And what is her first name?
Rayele.
How do you spell that?
R, a, y, e, 1, e. And de reason is for dat ... my fader-in-law's
name is Ray. My moder-in-law's n a m e is Helen. So we took ...
my wife Shirley ... I left de name u p to her. Now if dat was
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gonna be a boy dat was gonna be Zoltan Laszlo --, Jr. But
we happened to have a girl, so my wife says "How'd you
like her name Rayele*" I said "Rayele sound good," she
said "I took my fader's name Ray and my moder's name
Helen."
Please indicate some of the Hungarian first names, most
common in South Bend, and their English equivalents.
First names. Frank, Ferenc, Emma, E, m, m, a, uh ... I
know some Zoltan, uh ... me, what's de oders? I don't know
too many ... I don't know too many because well, no, Joe,
Jozsef, John, a lot of John and Jozsef, dat's ... I would say
John and Joe and Frank ... Andy, Andy is very common ...
Andras, dat's common.
Do you have a middle name or initial?
Laszlo
How did you get it?
Well, when I was baptized, I guess.
Now I'll ask you a few questions about your one child.
Have you so far spoken to you child, whenever you do,
only in English? Do you ever speak to her in Hungarian?
Yes, I say a few Hungarian words to her. My wife and I talked
about it, we want her to learn Hungarian, yeah. So she's
already eleven mont old and my wife already tells her in Hungarian or I tell her every once a while in Hungarian.
How is your wife's Hungarian?
She can't put de sentences togeder like ... she knows simple
words like "come" and "go", or "I'm coming" or varjal!, "I'm
waiting", or, you know, she knows de simple ... some of our
words like kalacs ... now she knows tort a.
And she makes it too, right?
Yeah, she makes it, she got dat Hungarian cookbook and
I read it to her, you know, she can make it and she learns
from Mary 1 0 a lot, too. And mom ... tell us how to do it
and we go home and she tries it.
Do you understand your mother's English? Have you ever
heard her speak English?
Yes, I did. She did try to pronounce one time a word, someting she tried to pronounce dat I didn't know what she mean,
and I ask her repeat it about ten times and finally I tink I
knew what she meant and ... finally ... She's got problem
pronouncing some of de words, 'Cause she told m e on de
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telephone, I said "What do you mean?" I said "I've never
heard of dat word before" ... you know ...
So you spelled English words over the telephone at that time?
No, I told her in Hungarian ... that Anyam, en nem ertern
mit mondsz11... in English.
Finally, I'll ask you a few questions about both of your
languages, English and Hungarian. In your opinion, should
people of Hungarian origin living in the U.S. learn
Hungarian?
De people living in here?
Of Hungarian origin, living here in the U.S., should they
learn Hungarian?
I believe dey should.
Why?
Well, because you look at it dis way, OK, I'm die off, I'm
gonna leave a daughter in here dat is born in dis country ...
you gotta carry on de tradition, de culture, de Hungarian
language. I feel dat, dat don't hurt ... to know anoder
language ... and dere's a lot of ... dere's some of de people
dat I know dat born here dat visited Hungary and dey was
really glad dat their mom and dad taught dem English, I
mean Hungarian, because when dey got back dere dey could
communicate. Because still dey have some aunts or some
far-away relatives back dere which dey never met. I believe
dey should, but naturally it's u p to de ... every individual.But
... my wife and I got our m i n d made up d a t our daughter
will learn ... will speak Hungarian.
When you meet someone who you know speaks both Hungarian and English, what does it depend on whether you
start the conversation in English or in Hungarian?
Well, it depend on ... if you know a fellow like for instance
... we got our attorney Peter Nemeth, Nemeth Peter ... I
know Mr. Nemeth speaks Hungarian, and when we had de
mayor Nemeth,12!
know he's from a Hungarian family because ... I can tell de name ... when it's Kocsis,
Nemeth,
when it's a common Hungarian name ... b u t you know dey
born here ... I approach dem in English.
How do you approach Peter Nemeth, Sr., whom you know to
be a speaker of Hungarian?
Well, my m o m ... I did call h i m up already and approached
him in Hungarian. Because my mom was asking me to tell
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him someting over de telephone in Hungarian and I done
dat already, but if I meet him in town or somewhere I will
just say, "Hi, Mr. Nemeth, how are you doing?" You know,
I speak to him in English. De only time I would use de Hungarian language when it's a request from my mom ... or
if I know it's a ... let's just say a Hungarian guy dat just
come out ... and speaks very very broken English.
Some people think that English is more comfortable to use
than Hungarian, others think just the opposite. Which
language do you find is most comfortable for you?
Right now, let's say English. English, I'm more comfortable
wid English. And maybe de reason is for dat ... if I would
try to use de Hungarian language too much and ... and
some of de people dat knows a little Hungarian language ...
but dey don't know full sentences. Like at work, I met some
Polish people ... dat dey know some Hungarian words and
dey say a few words in Hungarian, "Hey, I learned dat from
so-and-so", you know, and "what does it mean?" But I feel
most comfortable in English, I would say.
When you are at home, what language do you use in talking
to your wife?
English.
When you are over here, what language do you use with
your mother?
Hungarian.
It seems that some Hungarians mix more English words in
their Hungarian speech than others. Do you agree?
Some does.
Why do you think they do?
Well, let me put it dis way. Some of de old-timers ... my
uncle does it a lot. He use uh ... like for instance, Elmegyiink
a kareval, you know, dat's "the car", and elmegyiink "we
gonna go, we leaving", you know, "we gonna go wid de car".
Or ... let me see, oh, I knew a bunch of dem ... like "Eat your
krumpli!"
Eat your potatoes?
Yeah, right. Vagy,u
"Elmegyiink a rilisztethez" ... OK,
"We gonna go to de real estate company", vagy "Elmegyiink ddntanba"}A
vagy ... szdval15 ... dey ... dey, you
know, dey use half English, half Hungarian...

NOTES
1. Cf. what Andrew Kerek said about the matter: "In 1966, Lotz pointed out that
an all-encompassing synthesis dealing with the Hungarian-English 'symbiosis' within
the American 'diaspora' — such as that worked out by Haugen for Norwegian — was
yet to appear. As of 1977, it is still nowhere in sight." In "Hungarian Language Research
in North America: Themes and Directions," Canadian-American Review of Hungarian
Studies V, 2 (1978): 66. For a sociolinguistic study of Hungarians in America, see Joshua
A. Fishman, Hungarian Language Maintenance in the United States (Bloomington:
Indiana University, 1966).
2. For a brief profile of the Hungarian community of South Bend, see "Ethnic
Designations Used by Hungarian-Americans in South Bend, Indiana," Ural-Altaische
Jahrbiicher 53 (1981): 105-11.
3. 1970 Census of Population!, 16:16-610.
4. The Hungarian questionnaire, along with a discussion of the methodological issues
involved, is being prepared for publication in the journal Magyar Nyelvjarasok, published by Kossuth Lajos Tudomanyegyetem (L. Kossuth University), Debrecen.
5. Gregory L. Nehler, "Amerikai beszelget6s a magyar nyelvrol," forthcoming in
Uj Latohatar.
6. The choices were: a.) Perfect Hungarian, as well as anyone in Hungary b.) Very
well, but not perfectly c.) Moderately well d.) Not adequately e.) Hardly at all.
7. The interview took place in the informant's mother's house.. In this instance, the
I refers to an elderly Hungarian woman who often does cooking and housekeeping for
his mother, and who was in the house when the interview took place.
8. Choices were the same as those in note 5 except that (a) read "perfect English,
as well as any American who was born in the United States."
9. The informant is an officer of an Indiana bowling association.
10. See note 7.
11. Mom, I don't understand what you're sayin'.
12. Peter J. Nemeth, son of attorney Peter F. Nemeth, was mayor of South Bend
until January 1, 1980. Unlike his father, the ex-mayor does not speak Hungarian.
13. or.
14. We're going downtown.
15. I mean.

